Black History Month Word Search

ABOLITIONIST  EMANCIPATION  INTEGRITY

ADVOCATE  EQUALITY  OPPRESSION

BIAS  HERITAGE  PLANTATIONS

DISCRIMINATION  INJUSTICE  PREJUDICE
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Answer Key

E                   -                          D                   -
-                  T S I N O I T I L O B A   -
                     S I A S                   -
                   - N - C                   -
-                    M - O T S
-                    J O R O                   -
-                      A - H I - A
-                 U - I - V                   -
-                    N - E R S - I
-                S - M T - D C - R G - S - B
-                    T - I - A I A I E   -
-                   - I - N - P T T T   -
-                   - C - A A - A N   -
-                    E - T - G I - A   -
-                   - - I I E   -
-                    O - O   -
-                    N - - N -
-                   Y T I L A U Q E -   -
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